one patient, one record, one system

Travel and Communicable Disease Screening
Outbreaks of highly communicable diseases outside of the United States, along with an increase in
medical tourism, requires a timely response to travelers presenting to emergency departments or
urgent and primary care locations with infectious symptoms. Documentation provides a standard for
evaluating travel-related infectious disease symptoms and risks for an emergent response within a
healthcare facility.
To assist with rapid identification and isolation/protection, users will document the appropriate patient
responses within the new Travel and Communicable Disease smartform in the Maestro Care. This
Travel Screening documentation is part of the “Required” documentation for nursing. Based on this
documentation, the patient’s electronic health record will be updated with a system-generated
notification allowing all team members to assist with emergency response and exposure management.
1. Users will click Travel Screening to record responses in the Travel and Communication Disease
Screening smartform. If this is completed at registration, users can click Travel Screening to
view the responses during the encounter. Below is what would be seen if it has already been
completed:

2. If not completed at registration, the primary Nurse should complete this form via the screening
section in the admission navigator. In order for the alerts to work appropriately it is important
to assure that symptoms, country traveled to and travel dates are entered (as appropriate).
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For instance, if I click yes to “Have you traveled internationally in the last month” but then did
not enter a country we have the opportunity to miss someone who may have screened positive.
This section now contains updated screening questions to ensure we capture the correct
information.
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3. If the patient screens positive (see BPA below), the user will need to review the Best Practice
Advisory that populates within Maestro Care.
a. Users will provide the patient with a mask and alert the clinician or supervisor of the
positive screen.
b. Nursing/Clinical providers will review the screening questions to determine next steps,
discuss need for isolation orders with provider and Infection Prevention as appropriate,
and/or place the patient in a private room, if feasible.
c. If the screening was negative, no action needs to be taken at this time.

4. If the patient screens positive, the Positive Travel and Communicable Disease Screening banner
will also populate within the patient’s chart.
5. Notify Clinician or Supervisor - stops the BPA for all users for the encounter (however the firing of
the BPA adds a banner to the overview/snapshot report, sends a page and in basket message to
Infection prevention)
6. Dismiss - temporarily dismisses the BPA for that user
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7. Screening can also be performed in the Summary Activity, Overview/Overview Lite Reports.
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